CLASS Curriculum Meeting 9/26/2022

Present: Inés Thiebaut, Luz Calvo, JP Horn, John Bunce, Shubha Kashinath, Chris Moreman, Monique Manopoulos
Guest: Gwyan Rhabyt, Kevin Kaatz

Meeting start 12:01 PM

1. Chair’s Report
   ● Refer proposals back to originator for edits so that they do not have to go through entire process to reach CLASS Committee
   ● Fixing Curriculog so that proposals appear when needed
   ● Lots of roll over from last meeting; SLOs and Proposals must match each other AND uni catalog
     ○ John—is it possible to have technical review BEFORE CLASS committee so that there is no bounce back
   ● AD Luz Calvo request extension to 10/17 due to deadline being today 9/26 and proposals may not be heard by GEOC
     ○ Motion to request add’tl meeting will be via email, pending response from Kevin and Mitch regarding deadline extension

2. Proposals

   ● PHIL 320 - no land acknowledgement
     ○ Inés adv land acknowledgement requirement is currently in limbo; not too significant at this time

   ● PHIL 241, 242, 331, 361, 362
     ○ Corrections made by Moreman; Inés adv checks ok
       ■ Motion to approve: Inés
       ■ 2nd: John
       ■ All in favor

   ● PHIL 321
     ○ Inés will return prop to Moreman for corrections; will approve after edits made
       ■ Motion to correct: Inés
       ■ 2nd: JP
       ■ All in favor

   ● PHIL 354 and 341
     ○ No discussion
       ■ Motion to approve: Inés
       ■ 2nd: John
       ■ All in favor
- **PHIL 212**
  - Monique concerned Learning Outcomes do not show a complete understanding of class content; expected outcomes are generic and the same across multi classes, no specifics
    - **Motion to approve** as-is: Inés
    - 2nd: John
    - All in favor

- **PHIL 326, 371 and 347**
  - Classes have same expected outcomes; is it possible to send back to Moreman for corrections? Prop will come back for next agenda for everyone to see changes/approve at that time
    - **Motion to approve, pending changes**: John
    - 2nd: Inés
    - All in favor

- **DANC 271**
  - Shubha –SLOs outcome didn’t show relation to diversity overlay; Kevin adv GE outcome 3 can be altered to be more consistent with other 2 outcomes
    - **Motion to roll back for corrections and approval**: Shubha
    - 2nd: John
    - All in favor

- **HIST 336**
  - **No discussion**
    - **Motion to approve**: Shubha
    - 2nd: Inés
    - All in favor

- **MLL 326, 422, 425**
  - 422 social justice overlays are out of order, but otherwise no issues
    - **Motion to approve as is**: JP
    - 2nd: John
    - All in favor

- **HDEV BA**
  - Updated PLOs
    - **Motion to approve**: Inés
    - 2nd: Monique
    - All in favor

Meeting close 1:02 PM